Abstract
Introduction
Numerous supervised learning algorithms are designed for two-class problems, for example, support vector machines (SVM) [1] . However, in real applications, many problems are multiclass problems. Therefore, generalizing SVM to deal with multiclass problems is still one of important research activities in machine learning. Currently, the usual practice is to convert a multiclass problem into a number of two-class problems and then combine them in some way to realize classification into multiple classes. Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) is one of the commonly used combination way [2] , which is called ECOC SVMs. However, there is not a general coding method which can generate appropriate ECOC for any class number. Furthermore, the existing coding strategy is based on the research on mathematical features of code matrix, which ignores the fundamentals of classification, making it difficult to progress for ECOC SVMs and their applied research.
In this study, it is believed that, in real classification problems, different coding sequences of ECOC SVMs have different meanings. The performance of coding does not depend on code matrix itself; instead, it depends on the performance of the real classification problems corresponding to the code columns. According to this viewpoint, we attempt to investigate ECOC SVMs from real classification problems in this study, which points out the direction for improving ECOC SVMs.
Code Matrix of ECOC and its Corresponding Classifiers

Code Matrix of ECOC
ECOC is a coding matrix consisting of {0,1} shown in Table 1 , denoted as MQ×S. In multiclass problems, row Q represents the class number of samples, while column S represents the number of classifiers to be trained. When Mqs=1(Mqs=0), this sample is positive (negative) for the q-th class and the s-th classifier fs. The working process of ECOC is divided into two phases: training and classification. In the training phase, the classifier f(x)=(f1(x),…,fs(x)) is trained according to the above-mentioned principle; while in the classification phase, for a new sample X, the distances between output vectors and the class vectors are calculated. Then class with the minimum distance is the classification result, which is given by:
where K is the class of X, and d is the distance function. The Hamming Distance (HD) is usually used: 
For ECOC, when the coded rows are the same, the classes corresponding to the rows cannot be identified; when the coded columns are the same, they correspond to the same classifier, therefore deleting a column does not affect the output; when the code of two columns are complementary, the outputs of their corresponding classifiers are complementary, therefore they are identical; columns of all "0" or all "1" are make no sense, because they cannot be used to train classifiers. In one word, an available ECOC must satisfy the following conditions:
(1)The rows of the coding matrix are not correlated, and neither correlated nor complementary are the columns of the coding matrix;
(2)None of the columns is all "0" or all "1".
(3)For a k-class problem, the coding length L must satisfy
According to the coding theory, for an error correction code with minimum HD d, [(d -1 ) /2 ] bits of error can be corrected. Therefore, for an output code with error correction ability, the HD between code words should be larger than 3.
Dietterich proposed four commonly used ECOC coding methods [2] , including Exhaustive Codes, Column Selection from Exhaustive Codes, Randomized Hill Climbing Codes and BCH Codes. In addition, Crammer and Singer proposed the concept of continuous coding [3] . Utschick proposed expectation maximization coding algorithm [4] , in which the ECOC is selected by constructing maximized objective function. Ludmila and Kuncheva used hybridization and mutation in evolution algorithm to derive new ECOC codes from random ones [5] . The recent research about ECOC is a general coding method -searching coding method which was proposed in reference [6] . The method is not only suitable for problems of any class number, but also can automatically generate alternative codes according to different criteria, including class numbers and minimum HDs. However, it cannot deal with the problem caused by identical columns.
For the evaluation of coding performance, Francesco believes that the performance of ECOC is related to many factors, including: the similarity of coding words, the performance of the classifiers, the complexity of the real problems, the choice of classifiers, and the correlation of the coding columns, etc., [7] ; Xia believes the performance of ECOC is related to coding length, the minimum HD between code words, and the distribution order of the code words [8] .
It can be seen from the above that the evaluation of ECOC coding performance and the application in classification start from coding itself, while attention is seldom paid on classification. Next, we introduce the ECOC SVMs in real classification problems.
SVM
SVM is a machine learning method based on statistical learning theory. To resolve the pattern recognition problem, a calculable recognition function
is found. For the given k samples
, a hyperplane (decision surface) needs to be found, namely,
, and the corresponding recognition function is:
The decision surface should meet the following constraints:
The optimal decision surface should meet the requirement that the smallest distance from the two classes of samples to the decision surface is the biggest, hence, the classification problem becomes that the condition of
should be met and the minimum problem of Formula (4), namely:
The first item in the formula makes the smallest distance from the two classes of samples to the decision surface the biggest, while the second item makes the error the minimum, and the constant C splits the difference of two above. This optimization problem with constraints can be resolved with Lagrangian approach, and the corresponding classification function can be changed to:
(6) For the non-linear separable condition, a non-linear function  can be found, and then the data are mapped to a high dimensional feature space, in which an optimal hyperplane is established, and the corresponding classification function is as follows:
Only point multiplication algorithm ( , ) ( ) ( )
in the high dimensional feature space is considered in SVM theory, in which ( , ) K x y is called kernel function, and the function  is not used directly, hence, formula (7) can be transferred into formula (8):
The common kernel function includes: linear kernel function, ( , ) (
ECOC SVMs
Combining SVMs with ECOC to classify multiple classes, we have ECOC SVMs. The upper bound of the generalization error for ECOC SVMs is derived in reference [8] based on the concept of Fat-Shattering dimension and covering number. Assuming m samples can be correctly classified by k-class ECOC SVMs, with ECOC coding length being L, minimum HD between code words being d, and the sorted SVM classification intervals in descendent order denoted by 12 , , , L    , the generalization error ECOC SVMs, with probability at least 1 − δ, is no larger than:
, R is the minimum radius of enclosure ball,
, N is the number of codes with coding length L and HD d between codes. Each group has K code words. It is believed in [8] that:
(1) Given a fixed code length, the longer minimum HD between codes, the better generalization ability of ECOC SVMs;
(2) Given a fixed minimum HD between codes, the longer code length, the worse generalization ability of ECOC SVMs; (3) Once the code length and the minimum HD between codes are fixed, there exists optimal allocation order for code words which guarantees the ECOC SVMs the best generalization ability.
The relation between the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs and the minimum HD between codes and the code length is discussed in [8] . However, no discussion on the relation between the minimum HD between codes and the code length is given. Furthermore, it is believed in [8] that there do exist optimal coding sequence but no solution is provided according to coding itself. Clearly, it is difficult to find a way to determine the code length and the code sequences from a mathematic point of view. Exhaustive search is definitely unfeasible and it does not provide a reasonable explanation to coding. Intuitively, the answer should be found in the classification problems themselves.
New Understandings about ECOC SVMs
Analyzing formula (9) again, one knows that D, M and N affect the upper bound of the generalization error of ECOC SVMs. In formula (9),
, the minimum HD d is related to code length L. Generally, the larger L, the larger d. However the increment of
is less than or equal to that of L. Therefore, M is non-decreasing; N is also related to L. It increases when L increases. , with the increase of code length L, D is increasing. Therefore, the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs decreases when L increases.
In this study, we believe that ECOC SVMs should have enough Sub-SVMs for decision. That is to say, L should be big enough. However, a bigger L may harm the performance of ECOC SVMs. Thus, the value of L should be a compromise. When L is determined, the effect of D on the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs is major. Select L Sub-SVMs with good generalization ability, then the generalization ability should be good if one constructs ECOC SVMs with these Sub-SVMs. If it is impossible to evaluate the generalization ability of each Sub-SVM, or the difference between each is insignificant, the effect of M and N on the performance of ECOC SVMs, which is the conclusion of reference [8] .
A "voting" process is used to vividly describe the above analysis. The essence of ECOC SVMs is to train a number of two-class SVMs, then determine the class of an unknown sample according to the classification results of these two-class SVMs. Using minimum HD to determine the class of a sample is equivalent to voting. In the voting stage, each Sub-SVM votes for a number of classes which it supports; in the calling stage, the sample class is the class which most corresponds to the results of Sub-SVMs. Each column of the codes corresponds to a Sub-SVM, therefore, the process of constructing ECOC determines which of the Sub-SVMs have the voting right. Clearly, it is important to give voting right to those SubSVMs with good generalization ability. Thus, the coding problem is actually how to construct an optimal voting machine consisting of a number of two-class SVMs, where how to select Sub-SVMs with good generalization ability and how to determine the number of Sub-SVMs taking part in voting are two important factors. Next, experiments are used to validate the viewpoint.
It is pointed out in [1] that VC dimension and the classification interval  when linearly separable are the criteria for the generalization ability of an SVM. However, it is difficult to determine the VC dimension. Therefore VC dimension is difficult to deal with and apply. The classification interval  is a reliable criterion for evaluating the generalization ability of an SVM, but it needs the precondition that the SVM can linearly separate samples, which is usually difficult to satisfy. When samples are not linearly separable but are linearly separable after being mapped into a high dimensional space, the generalization ability of an SVM is described by the classification interval in high dimensional space. In this situation, the classification interval of an SVM is classification hyperplane of the SVM, which is calculable. However it is impossible to directly calculate W. Noticing the duality of (6) and (8), one can obtain:
When samples are completely separable, It can be seen in Figure 1 that the prediction accuracy of ECOC forward sequences is much higher than that of reverse sequences, while the original sequences have the medium accuracy. The original sequences can be viewed as the prediction of random ECOC, while the reverse sequences have the worst prediction results. The forward sequences have the best prediction results. In addition, the more overlapping code between forward and reverse sequences, the closer prediction accuracies they have. When code length increases to a certain degree, the prediction accuracy of forward sequences decreases and becomes stable, while the accuracy of original sequences increases with fluctuations and finally becomes stable. However the accuracy of reverse sequences keeps increasing. The results suggest that when code length increases, if the generalization ability of the SVMs corresponding to the newly added columns are strong, the coding performance improves, like reverse sequences; Conversely, if the generalization ability of the SVMs is weak, the coding performance degrades, like forward sequences; in original sequences, code lengths are short at the beginning, which makes the coding performance bad, however with the increase of code lengths, the minimum HD between codes increases, improving the generalization ability. But if the code lengths still increase, more code columns with weak generalization ability exist, which stops the overall performance from increasing. It is believed in [8] that the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs depends on the first [L -(d -1 )/2 ] high performance SVMs, irrelative to the rest (d-1)/2 SVMs. However we further show that when generalization ability is good, insufficient coding numbers will also affect the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs. In this situation, the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs is relative to the Sub-SVMs with bad generalization ability. More importantly, a coding strategy is derived in this study showing how to construct ECOC with good generalization ability.
It can be seen in Figure 2 that, the performance of ECOC SVMs neither necessarily increases with the increase of the minimum HD, nor with the increase of code length. Instead, it has a complex relationship with both of them. The viewpoint in this study is validated through real tests. That is, the generalization ability of SVMs corresponding to code columns has the most significant effect on ECOC performance, while code lengths and minimum HD between codes are both mathematical features represented by coding. The key factor in improving the performance of ECOC SVMs is to find Sub-SVMs with good generalization ability. When impossible to find such SubSVMs or the generalization abilities of all Sub-SVMs are the same, the performance of ECOC SVMs can be considered from the coding point of view. Then code length, minimum HD between codes, allocation order of codes, correlations between code columns can be the evaluation criteria of the generalization ability of ECOC SVMs, which is discussed in [8] .
The exhaustive coding method can assure the code columns are neither correlated nor complementary. However when code length is short, same columns may exist in ECOC, make it impossible to determine the class of a sample. In this situation, remedial measures should be taken, that is, training additional SVM classifiers corresponding to the identical code words, in order to judge the decision results of ECOC SVMs. In Figure 2 , there are cases in which the minimum HD between codes is 0 when the reverse sequence and the original sequence are both short, implying that there are identical codes. Strictly speaking, the ECOC is wrong in these cases. However for convenience, this part of code is reserved after taking measures to deal with it, marked by "•" in Figure 1. 
Conclusions and Discussions
Starting from the essence of problems, ECOC SVMs is analyzed in this study. New constructing method is proposed. The main conclusion and problem are as below:
correlations between codes can be the criteria of ECOC. For the error correction ability, it is believed in this study that for optimal classifiers, less error is primary, while error correction is secondary.
2. What needs to further solve is that: (1) currently, there are still no exact theory about the evaluation of the SVM performance because kernel functions, parameters and sample spaces are different. Also, there is still no exact theory about the comparability of the generalization ability of each Sub-SVM; (2) What is the appropriate code length of ECOC SVMs? What is the relation between the code length of ECOC SVMs and the generalization ability of each Sub-SVM? And how to conveniently and rapidly construct a reasonable code matrix? These problems are still to be investigated. From the initial results, code can be short for Sub-SVMs with better generalization abilities, or quality is more important than quantity; when the performance of Sub-SVMs is impossible to evaluate, code length should be longer, or compensate quality by increasing quantity. But the code length should be appropriate, by no means the longer the better.
